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Prevention is Ideal
But
Detection is a Must
The METRIC to measure
Security
The METRIC to measure Security

Attempted Attacks
The METRIC to measure Security

Attempted Attacks via

Dropped Packets From the Firewalls
Paradigm Shift

- Deliberate/Malicious Insider
- Accidental Insider

- Source of the damage
  - External
- Cause of the damage
  - Internal
Core Characteristics of Attacks

- Target an individual/system
- Deliver payload to system
- Upload files to the system
- Run processes
- Survive a reboot
- Make outbound connections (beacons to C2)
- Perform internal reconnaissance
- Pivot into the network
Core Characteristics of Attacks

**PREVENTION**

- Target an individual/system
- Deliver payload to system
- Upload files to the system
- Run processes
- Survive a reboot
- Make outbound connections (beacons to C2)
- Perform internal reconnaissance
- Pivot into the network
Core Characteristics of Attacks

DETECTION

- Target an individual/system
- Deliver payload to system
- Upload files to the system
- Run processes
- Survive a reboot

- Make outbound connections (beacons to C2)
- Perform internal reconnaissance
- Pivot into the network
PREVENTION

• Limit visibility
• Implement principles from 2000 with targeted systems being:
  – Isolated
  – Contain no sensitive data
  – Heavily firewalled
• Think out of the box
  – Contain dangerous applications
  – Dynamic NAC
  – Crypto free zone
• Block incoming executable content
DETECTION

Internal activity patterns focused on data:

- Amount of data accessed
- Failed access attempts
- Data copied or sent to external sources

- Focus on outbound traffic
  - Number of connections
  - Length of the connections
  - Amount of data
  - Percent that is encrypted
  - Destination IP address
WHY?

PREVENT – DETECT – RESPONSE

Core to Success:
- Asset Inventory
- Configuration Management
- Change Control
5 Steps to a Secure Future
IDS That Catches Most APT’s
IDS That Catches Most APT’s
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